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Hoopers 

"Quintessential Antiques for Your Home"

The furniture sold at Hoopers is simply timeless. This store has carved a

niche for itself owing to their antique offerings that will give a new

dimension to your home. Coffee tables hailing from the the mid-centuries

to hand-carved cabinets, unique lampshades, archaic couches and much

more, a visit to this store is sure to transport you back in time. In addition

to furnishings, Hoopers sells quirky home accessories that are sure to

become conversation pieces. Nothing at Hoopers is mass produced thus

offering you originality and abiding beauty for your home.

 +1 204 943 5240  shophoopers.ca/  70 Albert Street, Winnipeg MB
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Vintage Glory 

"Bringing Vintage Back"

From cute sweaters for kids, shoes for the ladies to smart jackets and eye

wear for men, Vintage Glory promises something for everyone in your

family. In addition, the store has some really fine pieces of accessories,

and their collection of hats has garnered quite a fan following among

locals and tourists alike. The items sold here, albeit secondhand, are all

gently-used and they are put up for sale only after thorough scrutiny thus

offering you value for money. If you are a fan of old-world fashion then

Vintage Glory is one place you must explore.

 +1 204 942 7186  vintageglory.ca/  vintageglory09@gmail.com  380 Donald Street, Winnipeg

MB
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Ragpickers Anti-Fashion

Emporium 

"Odd Yet Beautiful"

For those with an eccentric sense of style, a visit to Ragpickers is a must.

Opened in 1984, this quirky store had a humble beginning and was mostly

associated with Winnipeg's theater and other arts-related activities then.

Since 2013, the store has a brick and mortar form where they sell as well

as rent unconventional and dramatic clothes. Whether it's a Halloween

party that you need to be at or it's a play, Ragpickers Anti-Fashion

Emporium will surely complete your look. The store is open to all by

appointment only.

 +1 204 942 7992  www.ragpickers.com/inde

x.html

 info@ragpickers.com  92 Gomez Street, Winnipeg

MB
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Second Sensation Boutique 

"Stunning Secondhand Styles"

Though Second Sensation Boutique deals in pre-used fashion, you are

sure to find exquisite pieces of clothing and accessories here. When

strolling across the Corydon Avenue, one can have a look at their

collection through the floor-to-ceiling windows. Once inside, you will

notice the beautiful decor that complements the contents on display.

From party dresses, smart bags to footwear and much more, the Second

Sensation Boutique is high on fashion throughout the year.

 +1 204 475 0457  www.secondsensation.co

m/

 Midge7452@gmail.com  10-725 Corydon Avenue,

Winnipeg MB
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